Learning To Love

Revision

The Problem With Revision
A lot of the writing advice you find in books and online, is about mechanics;
grammar, character development, story structure, finding typos).
And, if you’ve been writing for a while you will sometimes run up against craft
issues that you need help with.
But it isn’t the mechanical issues that hold us back from writing.
It’s our beliefs about what we can do, and what we like to do.

Managing Mindset
A lot of writing is about mindset. Today, we’re going to work on changing some
ideas about your writing life, that are holding you back from becoming more
productive, more confident, and more fulfilled in your creative life.

Read on for four powerful mindset shifts to
help you learn to love revision…

Mindset Shift #1: Not All Writing Is Writing
When we are writing — especially if we’ve been writing during a challenge like
StoryADay—we feel highly productive, and that feels gooooood.
Switching to the slower pace of revision can be a wrench.
o We’re not logging new words.
o We’re not finishing new stories.
o It doesn’t feel…well, productive.
Shhh! Secret! Not All Writing Is Writing!
Writing is sometimes:
ü Reading over your first draft
ü Setting a draft aside to percolate
ü Reading and studying other people’s writing (not ‘reading as
procrastination’, but really studying it)
ü Taking writing classes
ü Working with in a critique group
ü Revising a story to make it better
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To change your mindset about this, find other metrics by which to track your
progress.
e.g. I use a spreadsheet to track my (fiction) words every month. I’ve added a
column to include “butt in chair time”, which I use on days when I’m not
churning out new words, but rather, revising or researching. You might want to
try this.
Track the time you spend working on your
fiction every week and you’ll start to see all
the parts of the process as ‘progress’.
Include the time you spend revising stories to make them better.

What will you do this month to make this mindset shift? Use the companion
worksheet to make your commitments.

Mindset Shift #2: Revision Is Not A Necessary Evil
Revision can seem discouraging if you think of it as: “time spent looking at
everything I did wrong.”
But, revision is so much more than that.
Yes, you’re going to look at what you did wrong, but it is also an exciting
opportunity to polish your story and make it even better!
This is your chance to insert all the clever bits that make your readers think
“this writer is a genius!”
Shhh! Secret! Readers Don’t Know About
Revisions
Sure, readers kind of know that you look over your work after it’s written and
polish up the typos and grammar.
But reader don’t know—or care—that the best parts of the story are often
inserted in rewrites.
Now that you know your characters and your stories, you can:
ü Insert foreshadowing
ü Deepen your character’s arc
ü Introduce clever wordplay
ü Set up the big payoff at the end of the story
Change your mindset from “Ugh! I have to revise”, to “Hooray! I get to revise!”
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Mindset Shift #3: See “Mistakes” As Road Signs
Going over (and over) the first draft of your story can be a little discouraging if
all you do is look for the things that don’t work, and assume that makes you a
bad writer.
Shhh! Secret! Your “Mistakes” Could Make
You More Productive
As you go through your work, take note of the things you are cutting and ask
what they might be contributing to your writing process.

e.g. I have learned that I often Tell, then Show, when I’m writing.
The ‘telling’ is me, blocking out the moment in my mind. The actions of the
character are me, showing the reader what’s happening and allowing them to be
invested in the scene. Good critique partners have encouraged me to have
more confidence in my writing, during revisions, and to cut out the fluff, but I
have learned that this is part of my process and that’s OK. This is what allows
me to get the action down in the first draft.
Learn your tricks. They may be what you need (for now) to allow your first
draft to flow. Let them happen and learn to revise them out

Tip: Be a little zen and thank your quirks,
when you find them. They allow your
writing to flow in the first draft.
In your revisions look out for:
ü Words like “just”, “well”, “so”. They might help you write but can bog
down the final draft’s pacing
ü Words like “felt”, “thought”, “saw”, “heard”. They are indicators that
you are ‘telling, not showing’
ü Places where you repeat details, sentiments or character traits (does
your story really need your protagonist to have two best friends?)
Learning to love your mistakes can teach you helpful lessons about your writing
process as well as your personal ticks, to watch out for when revising in future.
Have faith that you are able to tell the story
and that your writing will become better as
a result of your revision process.
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Mindset Shift #4: Affirmations
Before you sit down to revise, use these affirmations (write them or repeat
them to yourself) to help yourself get into a positive space that will allow your
stories to flourish:
ü I am capable
ü I know my characters and the events of this story
ü I know how to write
ü I am so luck I get to polish up this story today!
Your voice, experiences and life lessons are unique. Your stories deserve to be
told, and you deserve to live a full, creative life.
Keep writing,
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